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professional vinyl cutter software that allows
professional users to generate different vinyl

designs and cut them on authentic hardware, vinyl
cutters. You can cut vinyl designs of any

complexity including logos, patterns, text,
graphic, using many original shapes, fonts, and

colors. Easy Cut is compatible with Original
brand Vinyl cutters and it can cut with high

resolution and accurate cutting lines. Easy Cut
can create signature vinyl designs for brand

companies as well as home crafts projects. Easy
Cut includes ability to change fonts, colors, and

define cutting lines to achieve professional
results. Easy Cut also offers a wide variety of

fonts, colors, and shapes to choose from. If you
have a custom font, the software allows you to

create a simple image that you can cut and place
on the vinyl. Easy Cut includes a powerful color
mode that allows easy customization of colors

from palettes, enabling you to define your
artwork colors in a wide variety of colors and
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hues. You can add transparency to your vector
artwork to create a background that can be cut

and placed on your vinyl. You can choose a
backdrop and a background color to use as base

for your custom vinyl design. Easy Cut also
includes many features to increase the

customization of the project, including a
moveable object mode that allows you to place

texts or logos that you would like to move on the
vinyl. This feature also allows you to remove or
cut the canvas below the object. Also, if you cut
vinyl on a daily basis, you can cut and restart the
project as many times as you want. The software
supports up to 4 vinyl cutters and allows you to

cut on different types of papers. Easy Cut
supports multiple languages for file localization,

allowing you to generate your projects in
different languages. You can customize the

toolbars, and you can make the software more
intuitive by choosing the menu items in different
ways (dialog or icon). Easy Cut can be used by
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